A simulation-based approach to test and fine-tune occupant-centric lighting control strategies
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Abstract
Occupant-centric control (OCC) strategies aim to optimize
building operations by learning and predicting occupancy
patterns and occupant preferences. However, testing OCCs
and adjusting their configuration in real buildings can be a
lengthy process. To this end, we present an approach for
testing OCCs in a simulation environment. The workflow
entails coupling synthetic occupant behaviour models with
OCCs that learn their preferences. The proposed method
was applied in a case-study to simulate OCCs for lighting
while modifying their settings and occupant behaviour
assumptions. Results enabled comparing their performance
for minimizing energy use and improving comfort under
different scenarios. Using this method, building designers
and operators can identify potential issues with OCCs and
fine-tune their configurational parameters prior to field
implementation.

Introduction
Indoor climate control in buildings (for heating, cooling,
ventilation, and lighting) represents about 15% of the
worldwide energy use and CO2 emissions (Hobson et al.,
2019; Pang et al., 2017). In modern buildings, a set of fixed
setpoints and schedules are typically used to control
different systems to achieve the desired indoor climate
conditions. These setpoints and schedules are rarely
changed during building operations unless major retrocommissioning work takes place (Gunay, 2016). Because
exact occupancy patterns and occupants’ preferences are
rarely known, operators tend to make conservative
assumptions with regards to building control setpoints and
schedules. This conservative approach can often lead to
wasteful energy use (e.g., heating empty spaces, or
providing ventilation rates that exceed indoor air quality
requirements) (Gunay et al., 2019) and may trigger occupant
discomfort (Cho and Liu, 2009) especially if the
programmed setpoints do not meet occupant satisfactions.
To this end, OCC presents a mode of indoor climate control
in which occupancy and occupant preferences are either
directly measured or indirectly inferred from a variety of
sensors, control interfaces, or mobile and wearable devices
(Barbour et al., 2019). OCC aims to deliver building
services only when and where they are needed in the amount
that they are needed (Shen et al., 2017). It can be broadly
categorized as occupancy- or occupant behaviour- centric,
based on the type of occupant-related information used by
an OCC algorithm (Park et al. 2019). Occupancy-centric

controls rely on measured presence/absence or occupant
count data using different methods (e.g., motion detectors,
CO2 monitors, people counting cameras) at different spatial
and temporal scales to adjust control setpoints or schedules.
In contrast, occupant behaviour-centric controls learn
occupants’ temperature and illuminance preferences using
direct feedback (e.g., using surveys) or indirect methods
(e.g., recording occupant interactions with building
systems) to adjust indoor temperature and illuminance
setpoints accordingly.
Despite the potential benefits of OCCs, technical limitations
in buildings and sensing infrastructure typically prevented
their large-scale deployment. Only a small number of
studies investigated their effect on energy savings and
occupant comfort through simulations. However, these
studies focused on occupancy-centric rather than occupant
behaviour-centric controls (e.g., Erickson et al., 2009; Pang
et al., 2017). To address some of these limitations, we
present a method for simulation-based testing of both
occupancy-centric and occupant behaviour-centric controls
prior to field implementation. The method entails
integrating stochastic and dynamic occupant behaviour
models into building simulations, then adding OCC
algorithms that learn their occupancy patterns and/or
preferences to adapt building controls and operations
accordingly. The objectives of this paper are to 1) provide a
proof-of-concept of the proposed method and 2)
demonstrate its benefits for quick and holistic evaluation of
OCC performance using different metrics. A case-study is
then presented in which a single office was modelled under
various scenarios that entail different combinations of OCC
configurations and occupant behaviour types.

Background
Over the past decade, OCC research has grown significantly
(O’Brien et al., 2018) and new control agents for OCCs have
been developed that 1) acquire data from occupants and
indoor environments, 2) utilize this collected information to
understand occupant behaviour (i.e., occupancy patterns,
thermal/visual preferences) and the system performance,
and 3) ultimately calculate the optimal control setpoints for
building systems (e.g., HVAC system, lighting fixtures) to
balance between occupant comfort and energy efficiency.
A recent review by Park et al. (2019) indicated that OCC
studies in the literature mainly entailed concept papers and
small-scale experiments that lasted for only short periods
(typically a few days to three months), while only few

studies entailed field implementations. This is mainly
because, it is difficult to generalize the performance of OCC
for energy savings and occupant comfort. To quantify the
performance level of OCCs for both objectives using a
simulation-based approach, researchers typically modelled
the target buildings, simulated the building energy
consumption, and compared the results with baseline cases
(de Bakker et al., 2017; Jung and Jazizadeh, 2019).
Similarly, occupant comfort was measured based on
simulation results (e.g., indoor air temperature) with naïve
assumptions of comfortable temperature range (Naylor et
al., 2018; Park and Nagy, 2017).
To evaluate OCCs holistically using a simulation-based
approach, proper simulation inputs are required for
measurement and verification. As OCCs depend on humanbuilding interactions, simulation-based OCC studies should
be verified with a comprehensive occupant behaviour
model, which consists of both passive and dynamic
behaviour types (Zhao et al., 2016). The passive behaviour
type is mainly related to schedule factors, e.g., occupancy
(absence/presence), light, equipment, and miscellaneous
usage. On the other hand, the dynamic behaviour is defined
as actual responses of internal or external stimuli. For
example, occupants are adaptive in their indoor
environments (e.g., they may adjust their thermostats,
switch on or off their lights, and open or close their
windows). These actions have impacts on the building
energy performance as well (Gunay et al., 2016). Hong et
al. (2015) identified adaptive behaviour types and
developed an ontology to represent them in building
simulation; which was later incorporated in EnergyPlus.
These studies indicate that robust occupant behaviour
models were extensively developed and implemented for
building design research studies (Hong et al., 2017) rather
than the evaluation of building control research to the
authors’ knowledge.

Method
The main feature of the proposed method is integrating the
simulation of stochastic and dynamic occupant behaviour to
ensure the simulation testbed of OCCs mimics real-life
scenarios. The proposed workflow, which is shown in
Figure 1, enables adjusting occupant-related assumptions
and OCC configurations to represent the diversity of
occupant behaviour and test their interactions with different
OCCs.
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed method for simulationbased testing of OCCs
Different approaches can be used to simulate stochastic and
dynamic occupant behaviour as well as an OCC algorithm
simultaneously. In this paper, we focused on writing custom
scripts using Energy Management System (EMS)
application of EnergyPlus following the approach outlined
by Gunay et al. (2016). Note that other simulation tools and
workflows including co-simulation can be used to
implement the proposed method.
Case study
A case study was developed to demonstrate the proposed
method by modelling a single office (4m x 4m x 3m) using
EnergyPlus V9.1, as shown in Figure 2. The Canadian
Weather for Energy Calculations (CWEC) annual weather
data file for Ottawa, ON Canada was used for simulations,
which is based on average weather data measured between
1998 to 2014. The south-facing wall of this office was
exposed to the outdoor environment, while all other surfaces
of the room were assumed to be adjacent to spaces with the
same thermal conditions (i.e. adiabatic). A window with
dimensions 2.2m x 1.6m was placed on the south-facing
wall (i.e., 30% WWR), with an insulation U-value of 1.62
W/m2·K and a solar heat gain coefficient of 0.25. The
outside wall insulation U-value was specified as 0.325

W/m2.K which exceeds the requirements of ASHRAE
Standard 90.1 (ASHRAE, 2019) for climate zone 6A
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Figure 2: Dimensions of the single office model used in the
case-study
Internal heat gains from occupants were assumed to be 130
W/person. Lighting, and electric equipment power densities
were assumed to be 8.5 W/m2, and 8.1 W/m2, respectively,
as specified in ASHRAE Standard 90.1. The infiltration rate
into the office was set to 0.3 air changes per hour (ACH),
which is the default used in EnergyPlus simulation and
drops to 0.075 ACH during the daytime, when the
ventilation system is operational. The HVAC system was
modelled as an air-based ideal load system with heating and
cooling capacity of 1500 W. This heating and cooling
capacity was chosen based on a preliminary sizing run,
while COP was assumed to be 3 for both heating and
cooling. The heating and cooling set-points were assumed
to be 22°C and 23°C for winter and summertime,
respectively. However, the system could only provide
heating or cooling at a given time. The switchover date from
heating to cooling was set to May 1st, while switch over to
heating was set to October 1st.
Occupant behaviour was integrated into the simulated office
using probabilistic models, which were implemented with
custom scripts in the EMS Object of EnergyPlus. These
scripts changed the schedule values for occupancy, lighting,
and thermostat setpoints at each time step. Readers can refer
to Gunay et al., (2016) for more details on this
implementation workflow. In addition to simulating
occupant preferences, OCCs were added into the simulation
using a similar workflow. Generally, when OCCs were
implemented, occupant behaviour programs preceded their
execution at every time-step to ensure their parameters are
adjusted based on the simulated occupant preferences, as
shown in Figure 3. By allowing OCC parameters to change
after each time-step based on the simulated occupant
preferences, the “learning rate” of OCCs could also be
evaluated by observing the duration it took these parameters
to converge to constant values. More details on the
implemented occupant behaviour models and OCCs,
including their parameters are described below.
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Figure 3: Overview of the simulation workflow involving
occupant behaviour and OCC modelling
Occupant-related parameters
Occupancy (i.e., occupant presence) was simulated based on
the model proposed by Wang et al. (2005) without any
major adjustments. Occupancy was assumed to be zero on
weekends and holidays. At the beginning of each weekday,
five different event times were randomly sampled for each
occupant from pre-defined normal distributions. These
arrival and departure events were as follows (1) arrival time
at 9am ± 15 min, (2) a coffee break at 10:30am ± 15 min,
(3) a lunch break at 12pm ± 15 min, (4) a second coffee
break at 3pm ± 15 min, and (5) departure time at 5pm ± 15
min. The duration of coffee breaks and lunch breaks was
drawn from an exponential probability distribution of time
constants 15 min and 60 min, respectively.
To represent occupant lighting preferences, a probabilistic
logistic regression model of modifiable coefficients was
implemented in the simulation. It predicted the probability
of switching lights on based on indoor illuminance. The
coefficients of this logistic regression model were modified
to represent sensitive and tolerant occupant behavioural
tendencies, in which the former had a higher probability of
switching lights on than the latter, given the same indoor
illuminance as shown in Figure 4. A constant probability of
50% for light switch-off events was used for short-term
departures (e.g., for coffee breaks and lunch) and 90% for
long-term departures at the end of the day. All of these
assumptions can be modified upon further implementation
of the proposed method to test additional case studies.
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Figure 4: Probability of light switches under sensitive and
tolerant occupant behaviour assumptions
Occupant-centric controls
Two different OCCs for lighting were implemented.
Lighting OCC #1 was based on the work presented by
Gunay et al. (2017). This control strategy automatically
switched lights off during vacancy or when indoor
workplane illuminance exceeded a certain threshold, which
was specified as one of its parameters. This illuminance
threshold decreased slowly as the occupied time elapsed
without a light switch-on action. The decrease was
interrupted by light switch-on actions, upon which the
illuminance threshold slightly increased (i.e., learning from
occupant actions). Irrespective of the decrease or increase in
illuminance threshold for switching lights off, the original
configuration of this OCC stipulated minimum and
maximum threshold values of 200 and 500 lux, respectively.
In other words, the light switch-off threshold could only
decrease down to 200 lux after which it becomes constant.
To simulate an alternative modified configuration of this
OCC, these threshold maximum and minimum limits were
removed.
Lighting OCC #2 was implemented based on the work
presented by Nagy et al. (2015). This control approach
entailed identifying a minimum illuminance threshold,
below which the control system switched lights on, in case
of occupancy. This threshold was determined by registering
indoor illuminance at each time the occupant manually
switches the lights on (i.e., learning from occupant actions),
then taking their average over a specific period (originally
set to 4 weeks). Another setpoint for switching lights off is
evaluated if indoor illuminance exceeded a certain
threshold. This maximum illuminance threshold was
determined as the simple addition of the artificial lighting
illuminance to the minimum illuminance threshold value.

To simulate an alternative configuration of this OCC, the
minimum illuminance threshold value was set to be updated
once a week instead of every 4 weeks.
Simulations were conducted to evaluate the performance of
these OCCs using modified and original configurations
under sensitive as well as tolerant occupant behaviour
assumptions. Results are presented and analysed in the
following section.
Reproducibility
As previously explained, implementation of this simulation
approach was achieved using EnergyPlus’ ErL language. To
implement probabilistic occupant behaviour models for
lighting, the probability of each occupant light switch was
calculated at each simulation timestep based on the models
shown in Figure 4. A random number between 0 -1 was then
generated and compared to this probability to determine
whether an action will take place and change the status of
lighting accordingly. For example, if the probability of
switching lights on was higher than the random number,
light status will be changed to 1 (i.e., on) in the next
timestep. The lighting OCCs were then implemented using
a similar approach. For example, for OCC #1, logistic
regression model coefficients were updated every timestep
depending on light switch actions or lack thereof (predicted
using the occupant behaviour model). These coefficients
were then used to update the thresholds for switching lights
off based on indoor illuminance and the model would
automatically switch lights off in this case. Overall, these
simulations took approximately one minute to simulate a
full year of light use within the single office model shown
in Figure 2.

Results
This section presents the results of simulating OCC
performance in the developed single office model under
various combinations of OCC configurations and occupant
behaviour assumptions. The first sub-section focuses on the
effect of OCCs on electricity use, while the second subsection focuses on their effect on occupant comfort and
interactions with lighting systems. Finally, alternative
metrics to evaluate OCC performance are presented.
Evaluating the effect of OCCs on electricity use
One of the main (and more traditional) approaches to
evaluate OCC performance is to investigate their effect on
minimizing energy use per floor area. The analysis
presented in this sub-section demonstrated that the effect of
implementing OCCs on specific energy end-uses is highly
susceptible to occupant behaviour assumptions as well as
OCC configurations. Simulation results of the different
scenarios showed large variations in electricity use for
lighting which ranged between 4 kWh/m2 and 21 kWh/m2
(i.e., >400% difference), as shown in Figure 5. The lowest
electricity use for lighting was observed under the
assumption of tolerant occupant behaviour after

implementing OCC #2 without modifying its
configurations.
Relative to scenarios without OCC implementation, a
decrease in electricity use for lighting was always observed
under tolerant occupant behaviour assumptions regardless
of the implemented OCC or its configuration. However,
implementing lighting OCCs under sensitive occupant
behaviour assumptions was found to increase electricity use
for lighting except when OCC #2 was implemented, and its

configuration was modified. In this case, since the sensitive
occupant was assumed to be much more likely to switch
lights on under low illuminance conditions, the impact of
implementing OCCs (which automatically switched lights
off) increased the frequency of occupant overrides and
resulted in an overall increase in electricity use for lighting.
Electricity use for lighting only decreased when the
frequency of updating OCC #2 thresholds increased to
weekly basis instead of every 4 weeks as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: The effect of implementing lighting OCCs on electricity use for lighting under different scenarios
Evaluating the effect of OCCs on adaptive behaviour
Another objective of the proposed approach is to evaluate
Original OCC parameters
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Modified OCC parameters
the effect of OCCs on occupant comfort. Although several
800
approaches can be used to evaluate comfort, the proposed
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workflow enables the evaluation of occupant-building
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previously proposed as a proxy for comfort (Gunay et al.,
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2018). This analysis indicated that implementing OCC #1
514
under tolerant occupant behaviour assumptions would result
-2%
-15%
in the minimum number of light switches per year, as shown
400
in Figure 6. However, OCC #2 resulted in increasing the
frequency of light switches per year irrespective of its
configuration. Unlike OCC #1 which only switched lights
off automatically given a maximum illuminance setpoint,
200
OCC #2 additionally switched lights on based on a
minimum illuminance setpoint. This led the simulated
occupant to switch lights off more frequently which
0
increased the total frequency of light switches per year.
Lighting OCC #1
Lighting OCC #2
To further evaluate the effect of modifying OCC
configurations (e.g., setpoint thresholds), the change in
Figure 6: Frequency of light switches under different OCC
lighting switch off setpoint over three years was
configurations and tolerant occupant behaviour
investigated
under
tolerant
occupant behaviour
assumptions
assumptions. This setpoint represents the maximum indoor
By removing this minimum threshold, the modified
illuminance value which would lead the OCC to
version of this OCC suggested that the light switch off
automatically switch lighting off if it is exceeded. A threesetpoint could be further decreased to approximately 100
year period was selected to observe the changes in lighting
lux under tolerant occupant behaviour assumptions. This
switch off setpoint over a longer period and ensure no more
led to increasing the frequency of automatically switching
significant changes to it will occur. As shown in Figure 7,
lights off in the space, which decreased electricity use for
OCC #1 generally had a lower light switch off setpoint,
lighting by 57% relative to the scenario without OCC
which continuously decreased to 200 lux under the original
implementation. For OCC #2, modifying the frequency of
configuration.
updating the light switch off setpoint from monthly to

weekly was not found to significantly change the light
switch off setpoint which converged to a range between
350 – 450 lux. However, as shown earlier, changing the
threshold value on a weekly basis led to increasing

electricity use for lighting and the frequency of occupant
overrides which suggests that the original configuration, in
which the setpoint is updated monthly, performed better
for energy efficiency and comfort.
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Figure 7: Change in lighting switch off setpoint over the year under both lighting OCCs with different configurations and
tolerant occupant behaviour assumptions
occupant behaviour assumptions would result in the lowest
Discussion
electricity use for lighting (out of the investigated 64
The previous results represent a proof-of-concept of the
scenarios). However, OCC #1 under tolerant occupant
proposed method for simulation-based testing of OCCs.
behaviour assumptions resulted in the lowest number of
Findings indicated that assumptions regarding occupant
light switches per year. Without standardization and
behaviour tendencies can significantly influence OCC
prioritization of performance objectives, these somewhat
performance, although they are rarely accounted for in the
conflicting results may make it difficult to identify the most
literature. Results of the case-study also suggested that
suitable OCC configurations for a given building prior to
OCCs which were previously implemented in real buildings
field implementation.
under specific conditions of building design and occupancy
One of the main benefits of the proposed method is
patterns (e.g., Nagy et al., 2015, Gunay et al., 2017), can
providing a virtual testing environment to expedite the
show similar trends of improving energy efficiency in
process of configuring OCC parameters. Fine-tuning OCC
different simulation scenarios. However, under sensitive
configurations can be a lengthy process in field
occupant behaviour assumptions, some OCCs may lead to
implementations to ensure they perform well under siteincreasing energy use and the frequency of occupant
specific conditions, requiring at least a few days or weeks
overrides. This may have resulted from configurations that
of testing. In the proposed simulation-based method, these
were not suitable for sensitive occupants, such as relatively
parameters can be quickly changed in conjunction with
slower learning rates. Modifying some of these
occupant-related assumptions, to evaluate their effect on
configurations (e.g., changing the frequency of updating
OCC performance and inform field implementation.
light switch thresholds from monthly to weekly) resulted in
Therefore, the proposed method could also be expanded to
a substantial reduction in energy use under sensitive
automate the process of identifying optimal OCC
occupant behaviour assumptions as shown in Figure 5.
configurations for different scenarios using parametric
The proposed method enabled taking a more holistic
analyses or optimization search algorithms.
approach to evaluate OCC performance by integrating
The proposed method also enabled quick comparisons
occupant behaviour in simulations. Using this approach
between different OCC algorithms under similar conditions.
results quantified the frequency of occupant-building
Doing these comparisons in real buildings may be
interactions, which can be used as a proxy for occupant
constrained by logistical challenges (e.g., the number of
comfort. However, using these multiple metrics to evaluate
similar rooms in which OCC experiments can be
OCC performance can make it challenging to select the most
implemented) which would make it difficult to implement
suitable OCC for specific scenarios. For example, the case
various OCC algorithms. The proposed method can address
study findings indicated that OCC #2 under tolerant
this issue by enabling quick implementations of different

OCC algorithms. However, the integration of more complex
OCC algorithms into simulations should be investigated,
especially given the limited capabilities of the EnergyPlus
Runtime Language which is used for creating the EMS
scripts in EnergyPlus. Future research should focus on
identifying new workflows (e.g. co-simulation or using
other simulation tools) for implementing advanced OCC
strategies in simulations while representing stochastic and
dynamic occupant behaviour.

Conclusion
The proposed method enables quick evaluation of different
OCC algorithms and fine-tuning their configurational
settings to improve performance under various operational
scenarios. The presented case-study provided a proof-ofconcept of the proposed method and demonstrated that
significant variations in OCC performance would be
observed based on occupant behaviour assumptions.
Findings suggested that configurational settings of OCC
algorithms may need to be adjusted to achieve energy
savings for some occupant types. Future research will focus
on developing a comprehensive library of OCC algorithms
for a simulation testbed, which can then be used to identify
the suitable OCCs for specific site conditions (building and
occupant types, building design parameters, types of
building systems available, etc.). This can be used by
designers or building operators who are interested in
implementing OCCs in their buildings by testing different
OCC strategies prior to field implementation.
It should be noted that some limitations exist for the
proposed method. Although the implemented occupant
behaviour models were based on previously published
studies, the assumptions of tolerant and sensitive behaviour
tendencies were arbitrarily assigned to represent extreme
scenarios. Future research should explore integrating other
behaviour models (e.g., for blinds use) and investigate a
wider range of occupant behaviour assumptions and OCC
strategies. Simulating occupant behaviour and preferences
using stochastic models may also not be representative of
actual occupant behaviour in real buildings, especially as
some contextual factors that influence occupant behaviour
are not captured in these models (O’Brien and Gunay,
2014). The effect of these factors on occupant behaviour and
consequently on OCC performance would not be observed
except in field implementations. One of the next steps for
this research is developing a standardized approach for
holistic evaluations of OCC performance using a defined set
of comparable and reproducible metrics. This would enable
benchmarking and comparing different algorithms and
configurational settings under various scenarios to identify
suitable OCCs prior to field implementation. Combining the
proposed method with optimization search algorithms
would enable automating the process of identifying optimal
OCC configurational parameters and developing algorithms
that would effectively optimize comfort and energy
performance for a wide large range of occupant and building

types. This approach could also be used in future work to
investigate if building design optimization would be
influenced by the implementation of OCCs.
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